
Resource:
Appealing 
for 
donations

What How Ideas Your ideas Final  wording

Decide on your 
communications 
channel

Appeals are generally  delivered through a mix of these channels;
1. Appeal letter- personalised,
2. Appeal letter generic,
3. Appeal leaflet or collateral,
4. Website campaigns,
5. Social media campaigns, and
6. Face to face promotion.
The decision on which to use should be based on 
  -the  number of stakeholder names and addresses or emails an organisation  has  
  -the number of people engaged in social media
  - the website traffic
  - the people will to make face to face approached to major stakeholders.

Personal appeals to individuals with names provides the best chance of success. 

If the organisation has names and addresses, it is advisable to appeal by personal letter. 
This has a far higher open rate than email and is considered more credible and personal.

If the organisation has attendance data showing  how often people attend a venue, the most 
effort should be aimed at the most frequent attendees. 

Social media and website appeals are more successful if the organisation has a high 
engaged or regular following.  

Define the use of the 
donations

Donors are more likely  to donate to specific things rather than  a fund to keep an 
organisation operating. If you have a project, state the details. If you are seeking donations 
for operating costs look to the ways of explaining the tangible benefits your organisation 
brings to a community.

Help us  keep York's only theatre open
Making places for our kids to chase their dreams

Personalise   -Letters and emails  should be personalised - dear John
 - Within the text of letters and leaflets,  use the second person to personalise…thank you for 
reading my letter.

Dear John
Have you noticed what's been on in your  theatre this year?

Emotional triggers Donors give with their hearts first and minds second. They don't give to buildings or mission 
statements or CEOs. They give to areas of genuine need and to things to which they are 
emotionally tied. Remember providing performing arts delivers things like  joy, community, 
dreams, learning, insight and community.  Look for the things you have done that affect 
people, the individuals you impact, and the moments you create.   

Can you help our kids be all they can be for the future -  because 
that is what  helping out the Sandfire Theatre does?

Last year we touched the hearts of our community in our theatre -   
please help us touch more hearts in 2018.

Use value based 
language

Donors  donate to things they value. Consider what you value in an organisation. When 
writing consider what the potential donor values about what you do  when you describe it. 
Don't get caught in minor  details or lengthy company profiles. Consider touching 
achievements which the region should not go without. Look for  those which are likely to 
have touched the donor at some point . Consider how you can describe something which 
emotionally impacts someone  or brings out something parochial or sentimental

Providing a theatre for dance clubs (say instead)  giving every 
dancer in this town a place to dance
Staging a theatre show a month (say instead) ensuring our town 
gets the experienced laughter and tears they deserve 
In operation since 1973  (say instead)  500   nights of joy for our 
region over 50 years 

Show the value of  
the donation

Be able to explain what are the positive outcomes that will result from a donation With your help we can ensure our seniors have a place to meet and 
have a sing, or kids can act out their dreams and our region gets 
rich experiences we deserve.

Thanks to donations our children get to have as varied experiences 
as city schools in our own backyard

Use as few words as 
possible

A great appeal should be completed in a few paragraphs. Donors won't give you too much of 
their time.  Be lean in your writing. Don't try to fit too much in. If you plan to provide a lot of 
detail, create a second page that the potential donor can choose the read. The donor will 
choose to read on based on what they see in the first 10 words of your appeal

See sample supplied with this resource

Consider recognition Some donors like to be recognised in their community for what they do. However, be wary of 
what you are seen to spend on awards. Consider ways of rewarding those who wish to be 
rewarded or recognised

As our thanks, any donations will be recognised on our honour 
board 

Get relevant and 
emotionally 
appealing 
photography

Illustrate the value your organisation brings to a region. Imagery of people from your 
community getting value and joy are worth more than any words you can write. Consider 
getting permission from parents to demonstrate children having fun with your organisation

Tell a story If you have an inspiring story add it to your letter. Try and keep it brief. If it is longer than a 
few paragraphs consider adding it as an attachment

This is Holly dancing in our venue when she was 8 years old. Her 
mum said it was her favourite thing to come and perform in front of 
her community. Today Holly is learning dance at WAPPA.  
Performing on our stage  helped her realise her dream. Help us 
realise more Walpole dreams like Holly's 

Thank people for 
their time 

When you have  finished your main text, ensure people know you appreciate them taking the 
time to read your story

If you can't help us this time around, we understand. Thanks for 
taking the time to hear our story. We hope we see you at the venue 
very soon.

Provide a personal 
contact

Organisations achieve more success with a personal connections to their leadership Please contact me  personally if  you would like to discuss this  
further 

Sam Smith
Venue Manager

Always use a PS Research has shown the PS  is the most powerful tool in an appeal letter. P.s. spare a thought for the seniors who get joy at our theatre - for 
the cost of a cup of coffee a week we could  help so many more

Add a profile Provide detail for those who are interested. Add a company profile on who you are and what 
you do as an addition to your mail appeal



Keep it simple Don't use formal language - keep it simple and in the language that is used by locals. Avoid 
sounding like a government department

If you would usually call someone Ned - don't send a letter to Mr. 
Williams - send it to Ned

See sample supplied with this resource
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